
1) This restaurant sold a $2 footlong in conjunction with a Super Hero promotion, and restyled its
signature dish as the “Executive Treatment,” which was basically the same meal but more expensive.
This restaurant’s unique $1 salad bar was unusual for a burger joint. Management at this restaurant
refused to sell Pretty (*) Patties, setting up a competitor, and this restaurant sells Kelp Bits for a dollar as a
side with any food except for the Seaweed Salad. For 10 points, name this greasy fast food joint, rivaled by
the Chum Bucket, and owned by Mr. Krabs.
ANSWER: The Krusty Krab <Brad>

2) In a cameo, this man is surrounded by the Pokemon Loudred during the fighting pit scene in
Detective Pikachu. This man’s alias comes from a certain Sauropod, and he built a recording studio
and event space called the Mausoleum in Philadelphia. With Labrinth and Sia, this DJ forms the
supergroup LS(*)D. With Switch, this man produced much of M.I.A’s first three albums, including “Paper
Planes.” For 10 points, name this American DJ, one half of Major Lazer, who produced "Where Are Ü
Now" with Skrillex.
ANSWER: Diplo

3) This nation’s national team currently includes Pierre Oriola and Sergio Llull, who won the
Euroleague MVP in 2017. This 2019 FIBA champion has had players like Nikola Mirotić
[[mee-ROH-titch]] and Serge Ibaka [[ee-BAH-kah]]. Two of this nation’s six active NBA players
include (*) Willy and Juan Hernangomez, and its most-capped active player is captain Rudy Fernández.
For 10 points, name this country whose basketball players include Marc Gasol and Ricky Rubio.
ANSWER: Spain <Brad>

4) This man’s friend, Grant Boatwright, bought this man a Martin D-28 originally owned by Hank
Williams, sold by his son for a collection of shotguns. Originally on Kickstarter, this man pushed the
bad high def mp3 player named the Pono in the mid 2010s. This singer’s album Mirror (*) Ball is a
1995 collaboration with grunge act Pearl Jam. Ronnie Van Zant sings “Well I hope” this singer “Will
remember/A Southern man don't need him around, anyhow.” For 10 points, name this man who once
formed a band with Crosby, Stills, and Nash.
ANSWER: Neil Young

5) Jarred Alderman and Ryan Scafuro created a short documentary about these events, and many of
the hippie extras in Forrest Gump were pulled from one of these events. Phyllis Patterson created the
first of these events, and she’s been quoted as saying “We trick into (*) learning with a laugh.” One of
these events in St. Louis is themed for France, not Elizabethan England, and the largest of them, in Todd
Mission, Texas, has 25 different stages. For 10 points, name these historically themed events that might
serve you mead and turkey legs at a jousting match.
ANSWER: Renaissance Fairs <Brad>

6) At an event named “The Taste of” this town, a band performed the song “All for Me” while the
songwriter looked on, in hiding, from afar. Ben Button worked in this town’s Twilight Drive-in as a
concessionist, until it was demolished by Andrews Construction. The Shankshaw Prison of this town
once held (*) Malachai, a gang leader that deals Jingle-Jangle here. One part of this town is the hub for the
Southside Serpents, and its Sweetwater River is where Jason Blossom’s body washed up. For 10 points,
name this US town home to Betty Cooper and Archie Andrews.
ANSWER: Riverdale



7) This game’s “Batavia Downs” variant only has one loser and is best played on a circular table. The
“survivor” version of this game involves voting one person off your team every time you lose, while
still doing the titular action four times. (*) Hooters Casino held a national championship of this game,
and the top team got through 6 cups in 12 seconds. For 10 points, name this team drinking game that
involves chugging all of the beer out of a red solo object, and then using one hand to bounce it upside
down.
ANSWER: Flip Cup [or Tip Cup. If you’re somewhere weird like Canada, accept Canoe or Taps] <Brad>

8) The Canadian film Rhymes for Young Ghouls deals with Aila, one of these people, dealing drugs at
the St. Dymphna's residential school. A Mary Pickford played heroine marries Alessandro, one of
these people, until their village is burned and men kill their kid in Ramona. One of these people was
told to hunt a walrus with traditional (*) weapons rather than guns by filmmaker Robert J Flaherty.
Controversy arose when Rooney Mara played one of these people in the film, Pan. For 10 points, name this
people group that includes the title character from Nanook of the North and Tiger Lily.
ANSWER: Native American [Accept American Indian; Accept Inuit; Accept First Nation]

9) In 2019, this athlete posted 160 receiving yards against the Eagles in a playoff game, setting a rookie
record. In 2021, this athlete was ejected for grabbing three opponent's facemasks but tried to sneak
into the next huddle, and in 2020 he ran down Budda (*) Baker after his quarterback threw an
interception, to stop a touchdown. This athlete was accused of potentially abusing steroids after a shirtless
photo went viral and went shirtless to a pre-draft meeting with Pete Carroll. For 10 points, name this
Seahawks receiver, opposite Tyler Lockette, known by two gorilla-sounding initials.
ANSWER: D.K. Metcalf [accept either] <Brad>

10) In the music video for Smash Mouth’s “Then the Morning Comes,” Steve destroys his alarm clock
after he stops doing this thing. It’s not dying, but Lauren Oliver’s first novel, Before I Fall, had a girl
do this on February 12th. In an episode of Stargate SG-1, O’Neill launches golf balls through the
stargate, since there are no (*) consequences, while doing this. While doing this, weatherman Phil
Connors makes an ice sculpture of Rita, in Punxsutawney, after getting mysteriously good at Jeopardy! For
10 points, name this plot most prominently seen in Groundhog Day.
ANSWER: Living the Same Day Over and Over Again [Be gracious on “Also accepts,” accept basically
anything saying “Groundhog Day” until said] <Brad>

11) A man in this city mistakenly berates what he thinks are American tourists for “killing John
Lennon” and the “Vietnam War,” later feeling bad when he finds out they’re Canadian. A dwarf
actor named Jimmy does a line of cocaine while working on a set in this city and rambles about an
impending race war between blacks (*) and whites. That actor is later shot while dressed up as a
schoolboy, prompting the suicide of the Ralph Fiennes played Harry Waters. For 10 points, name this city
that assassins played by Colin Farrell and Brendan Gleeson are “In” during a 2008 film.
ANSWER: Bruges, Belgium

12) Before he played for Las Palmas, Jese was often loaned out from this team. Icardi is second in goals
this year and Mbappe leads in goals. Edinson Cavani is the all-time leading scorer for this club. In
2015, Zlatan Ibrahimovic scored 50 goals for this club. This team is currently the employer for (*)
Neymar and Messi. In 2011, this team was purchased, indirectly, by the Qatar government. This club has
won 7 of the last 9 championships in its host nation, losing to Lille and Monaco. For 10 points, name this
dominant French SOCCER team, usually referred to by a 3 letter name implying St. Germain and also
Paris.



ANSWER: Paris Saint-Germain F.C. <Brad>

13) In an episode of The Brady Bunch called “Bobby’s Hero,” Bobby stops idolizing this man after a
dream where this man killed the Brady family. Lee Van Cleef played this man in an episode of Stories
of the Century, the first Emmy winning (*) western. In an episode of Little House on the Prairie, this man
hides out in Walnut Grove with his brother Frank after a botched bank robbery. For 10 points, name this
man who, in a 2007 film, was assassinated “By the Coward Robert Ford.”
ANSWER: Jesse James <Brad>

14) This function is reset in Korfball every time the ball touches the Korf, and after every free pass, and
a violation results in a re-start to a defending team. In bowling, this function is only used in televised
games and a violation results in the loss of a bowl. Danny (*) Biasome created this function in its most
common sport, allowing his Syracuse Nationals to win the championship, and, in order to make sure each
team could get 60 shots, selected 24 seconds. For 10 points, name this timer in basketball games,
determining length of possession.
ANSWER: Shot Clock [prompt on “running out of time” I guess?] <Brad>

15) Grunt rankings in this group often go simply by “soldiers,” that include new recruits Ace, Lynx, and
Vermin. One of these people attempts to assault the undercover police agent Chloe in Riverside Park,
only to get arrested himself. This group outsmarts the Baseball (*) Furies in a brawl, continuing their
30 km voyage back to their homeland. Luther of the Rogues frames Cleon of this group for the killing of
Cyrus, a gang leader trying to form a temporary peace in New York. For 10 points, name this gang from
Coney Island that are told to “come out to play” in a 1979 film.
ANSWER: The Warriors

16) One song by this artist compels the listener to “Do like Michael Jackson's complexion Mr. and lighten
up,” and that song appeared on their album Ultimate Victory, which was notable for having no
swearing on it at all. In addition to “Rock Star,” this artist wrote the hook “I turn my speakers
up/And then I just (*) start swanging.” This rapper of “Slow Loud & Bangin” declares, in his best known
track “They see me rollin' They hatin'/Patrollin' they try to catch me ridin' dirty.” For 10 points, name this
Houston-based rapper who was called the “Mixtape Messiah,” the CEO of Chamillitary Entertainment.
ANSWER: Chamillionaire <Brad>

17) [Warning, this is probably a pretty specific answer line, and if you don’t include the important
modifier I’ll neg you without any remorse. So, noun and adjective required]
The Akklaim model of these things was sold for the NES and included a turbo switch that prevented
the need for button mashing. The CX-42 was the first of these ever marketed. That first model, called
the Stella RC, was for the Atari 2600, and was shit-canned when it would set off neighboring (*)
garage doors. The first popular model of these things was the Wavebird, which had 16 channels to stop the
usual problem they had with interference. For 10 points, name these objects that demolished a zillion
batteries, but allowed you to sit wherever without worrying about rubber cords.
ANSWER: Wireless Video Game Controllers <Brad>

18) This city is home to the annual “O. Henry Pun-Off” at the O. Henry House, where participants try to
emulate Henry’s wit. This city’s Franklin Barbeque has sold out of brisket every single since its
establishment, simply meaning it should make more, and in 2019 Vinepair named this city the top
beer destination in the world. This city is home to quirky businesses like Yeti, Tito’s Vodka, and Whole



Foods. For 10 points, name this city in Texas that its citizens would like to keep weird, the capital of the
state.
ANSWER: Austin <Brad>

19) Using this format, the BBC released the Domesday Project, allowing viewers to explore the London
streets 30 years prior to Google Street View. The arcade cabinets of Dragon’s Lair used this format,
specifically its Pioneer PR-7820 player. This format pioneered the use of special (*) commentary, with
Criterion implementing it on their re-release of 1933’s King Kong. A turtle that looks like a turntable would
pop up and tell you if you placed the disc on the wrong side in this format. For 10 points, name this format
that used a large optical disc with superior audio and video quality to its competitor VHS.
ANSWER: LaserDisc [Accept LD]

20) On Aqua Teen Hunger Force, this character sells gutters and is extremely vindictive when he cannot
make a sale. In Adventure Time, this character has a horse’s skull for a head and he’s friends with
Peppermint Butler. On Regular Show, this character is defeated at arm wrestling with a PlayCo
Armboy. (*) On Family Guy, this figure dates a woman who says “you can’t hug your children with
nuclear arms” and compels Peter to kill the cast of Dawson’s Creek after he sprains his ankle. For 10 points,
name this figure who is usually portrayed with a scythe and a dark cape.
ANSWER: Death [or the Grim Reaper] <Brad>



1) Given the final line of a TV show, and the actor who spoke it, name the show for 10 points each;
[10] "What are we gonna do now?" - Michelle Trachtenberg
ANSWER: Buffy the Vampire Slayer
[10] “Bang.” - Kôichi Yamadera
ANSWER: Cowboy Bebop
[10] “There’s a lot of beauty in ordinary things. Isn’t that kind of the point?” - Jenna Fischer
ANSWER: Cheers <Brad>

2) It’s violent, it’s scary, I couldn’t play it as a kid. It’s Rockstar’s first major video game. Name some things
about it for 10 points each;
[10] The titular creatures of this 1991 video game can die from falling from a great height, landing in lava,
or suicide bombing themselves. You can use blockers to stop them from blindly hurling themselves off the
edges, I’m just now finding out as I write this.
ANSWER: Lemmings
[10] Lemmings was originally released on this Commodore family that had twice the graphics of another
Commodore computer. Noted supporter Andy Warhol used it to create a portrait of Debbie Harry at its
launch party.
ANSWER: Amiga
[10] This numerically named, other Commodore computer, is the best selling computer model of all time. It
was home to more than 1,300 games like Alter Ego, Impossible Mission, and Bruce Lee.
ANSWER: Commodore 64 <Brad>

3) In August of 2019, FiveThirtyEight asked “Is A 40-Homer Season A Big Deal Anymore?” Obviously not,
because it’s baseball. For 10 points each;
[10] That happened after this Mets rookie became the 4th player to hit 40 homers, though just 125 games.
In 2021, he won his second consecutive home run derby, winning more from derbys than his meager salary.
ANSWER: Pete Alonso
[10] In 2020, no one got more than 22 for some reason, maybe because the season was like a week long.
This Yankee’s first baseman led the league in homers. This former Cardinal was first drafted by the Royals.
ANSWER: Luke Voit
[10] This Blue Jays first baseman led the majors in home runs in 2021. He’s sometimes called “junior”
because he was named for his Hall of Fame father.
ANSWER: Vladimir Guerrero Jr.<Brad>

4) Sometimes, Rihanna blesses us with her rapping ability. For 10 points each:
[10] After years of legal battles, Rihanna put out this song on Anti with writing help from Travis Scott. She
says “pay me what you owe me” and kidnaps a rich accountant’s wife in the video for this song.
ANSWER: “Bitch Better Have My Money”
[10] Rihanna also blesses us with more rapping in this song built on a New Orleans Bounce beat where
Pharell repeats the line “bath salt, bitin' speakers in the face.”
ANSWER: “Lemon”
[10] New Orleans Bounce’s revival in the 2000s and 2010s can be attributed, in part, to this female rapper
who brought on Lizzo for the song “Karaoke.”
ANSWER: Big Freedia [pronounced “Freeda”]

5) Name some foods associated with famous people of the past, for 10 points each;
[10] This famous botanist was a member of the Glutton Club in college, and loved eating armadillos, which
are the leading cause of leprosy, by the way. He also ate the Galapagos finches.



ANSWER: Charles Darwin
[10] This favorite dish of Napoleon shares its name with his horse, and a pivotal battle he won. It was made
for him at that battle and traditionally has mushrooms, thyme, and dry white wine with the partially-titular
protein.
ANSWER: Chicken Marengo
[10] While Elvis might be best known for his love of peanut butter and banana sandwiches, or maybe for
his music, he was very fond of the Fool’s Gold Loaf, which had peanut butter, a jar of jelly, and a pound of
this substance. He once flew from Nashville to Denver, ate 30 of them with several bottles of champagne,
and immediately flew back.
ANSWER: Bacon [for the curious, that’s 240,000 calories in the 30 sandwiches] <Brad>

6) A boy in this film gets out of school by writing fake sick notes like he was out “Volunteering with the
Sandinistas,” all with the help of his mother. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this film starring Annete Benning as Dorothea, a mother whose worldview is shaped by growing
up during the Great Depression. Greta Gerwig plays a photographer struggling with cervical cancer in this
film.
ANSWER: 20th Century Women
[10] Dorothea’s son Jamie often does this activity with his friends at a namesake park. Another A24 film,
Mid 90s, concerns Stevie joining a gang of kids that do this sport, often performing daring stunts.
ANSWER: Skateboarding
[10] In 20th Century Women, the side of the family’s VW Bug is spray painted with a slur against the
Talking Heads on one side and the name of this punk band on the other.
ANSWER: Black Flag

7) This song was later turned into a song in 6/8 time known as “the Shuffle.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Van McCoy number one single, an early disco hit, with five unique lyrics. It says to “Do
the” title act.
ANSWER: “The Hustle”
[10] Van McCoy, who wrote extensively throughout his career, penned “Walk Away From Love” from the
album Who I Am by this former member of the Temptations who sang lead on “My Girl.”
ANSWER: David Ruffin
[10] In a solo album, Van McCoy covered “I Started A Joke,” originally by this group behind the songs
“Love So Right” and “Night Fever.”
ANSWER: Bee Gees

8) This movie won the Grand Slam at the Oscars, meaning it won best picture, best actor, best actress, best
screenplay, and largest bribe paid to an Academy Member. For 10 points each;
[10] This movie starred Jack Nicholson as R.P. McMurphy, who’s locked in a psych hospital as punishment
for his hokie performance in Chinatown.
ANSWER: One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
[10] This actress won an Oscar for portraying Nurse Mildred Ratched in the movie.
ANSWER: Louise Fletcher
[10] This actor played Martini, a patient in the psych hospital who’s very bad at gambling. IMDB says he’s
best known for Matilda and Throw Momma from the Train, and he was nominated for an Oscar for Erin
Brockovitch.
ANSWER: Danny DeVito <Brad> Classic film



9) Name some players who will become eligible for the NBA Hall of Fame in 2022, if the voters choose to
look past the awful things they did to those poor puppies, for 10 points each;
[10] This member of San Antonio’s “Big Three” hung up his sneakers in 2018, making him eligible in
2022. This Argentinian guard won four rings with Tony Parker and Tim Duncan.
ANSWER: Manu Ginobili
[10] This guard, nicknamed Jet, was traded four times in a career that was largely spent with Dallas and
Atlanta. He dropped 27 in a series clinching win against the Heat in the NBA finals.
ANSWER: Jason Terry
[10] A long-shot bid comes from this Hawks/Pistons/Rockets forward who was the youngest player to 500
and 1000 blocks. He notched 6 assists to former AAU teammate Dwight Howard in a single playoff game.
ANSWER: Josh Smith <Brad>

10) The EGOT, an Emmy, Grammy, Tony, and Oscar, is often called the “Grand Slam of Show Business” and
only 16 people have done it. Given some of their awards, name those people for 10 points each;
[10] This singer won the four awards in four consecutive years. He sang “Glory” for Selma and won a
Grammy for “Stay With Me (By the Sea).” He also did “Like I’m Gonna Lose You” and “Conversations in
the Dark.”
ANSWER: John Legend
[10] This director and comedian is said to have won the “PEGOT” as he won a Peabody as well. He
directed The Graduate, for an Oscar, and won Tonys for directing Spamalot and The Odd Couple.
ANSWER: Mike Nichols
[10] This youngest EGOT winner is also the only one to win each award twice. They won Tonys for Avenue
Q and The Book of Mormon, Emmys for Wonder Pets, and Oscars for the songs “Remember Me” and “Let
It Go.”
ANSWER: Robert Lopez <Brad>

11) Name some early football powerhouses for 10 points each;
[10] Larry Kelley and Clint Frank, the first teammates to each win a Heisman, winning in 1936 and 1937,
did it while playing for this Ivy League team that plays Harvard in a rivalry called “The Game” each year.
ANSWER: Yale [prompt on “Bulldogs”]
[10] Jim Thorpe played for this college whose head coach Pop Warner pioneered adding a spiral to forward
passes while here. This school's 64.7% win percentage makes it the most successful defunct program.
ANSWER: Carlisle [prompt on “Indians”]
[10] John Heisman, for whom the trophy is named, coached this school’s football, basketball, and baseball
teams. After leaving Auburn and Clemson, Heisman coached this team to a 222-0 win over Cumberland.
ANSWER: Georgia Tech [prompt on “Yellow Jackets” or “Golden Tornadoes”]<Brad>

12) This figure once sent a script for a film based on John Paul Jones to the studio head Adolph Zukor of
Paramount Pictures. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this subject of Hyde Park on Hudson played by Bill Murray. This president delivered a powerful
address on December 7th in Pearl Harbor.
ANSWER: Franklin D. Roosevelt
[10] Roosevelt is convinced by Lt. Frank Stokes to be allowed to muster a unit to protect art during WWII
in this film, saving fixtures like The Ghent Altarpiece but failing to recover the Madonna of Bruges.
ANSWER: The Monuments Men
[10] Hyde Park on Hudson is based on letters by Daisy Suckley, FDR’s sixth cousin, that follows, in part,
his affair with this woman. She was a longtime secretary of FDR’s and de facto White House Chief of Staff
in 1936.



ANSWER: Marguerite LeHand

13) A singer from this nation claims to be “packing plastic” and that’s what makes her life so “fucking
fantastic” in the song “The Fear.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this home nation of pop stars like Lily Allen and Ellie Goulding.
ANSWER: UK [Accept Great Britain or England]
[10] “The Fear” is also a song by this industrial hip-hop group from their album Year of the Snitch. Member
Zach Hill displayed his uncensored penis on the cover of their album No Love Deep Web.
ANSWER: Death Grips
[10] This songstress claims to not feel “the fear of fallin” on the track “3:16 AM.” This singer of both
Japanese and Latino descent released the psychedelic Trip in 2017 and Chilombo in 2020.
ANSWER: Jhené Aiko

14) This series’ first season ends with the monologue “There were lots of times when your family stood around
the TV and just couldn’t speak because this was people in your own place doing it to each other.” For 10
points each:
[10] Name this Black Comedy set during “The Troubles” following four girls and one boy attending an
all-girls school in the title municipality. Erin and Orla’s household is typically the main focus of this series
outside school.
ANSWER: Derry Girls
[10] James, the only boy in the group, goes to the all-girls Catholic school because he was born in this
constituent country of the United Kingdom. The teachers are afraid he will be beat up at the all-boys
school.
ANSWER: England
[10] For a book report, Orla reads this specific thing out loud in the first episode to the class in place of a
more traditional report.
ANSWER: Erin’s Diary [prompt on “Diary” followed by the question “Who’s Diary?”]

15) Name some of the more puzzling decisions for Best Picture at the Oscars, and what should have won
instead, for 10 points each;
[10] This movie controversially and famously beat odds-on favorite Brokeback Mountain for Best Picture,
but IMDB and Rotten Tomatoes fans agree with the academy. This Paul Haggis movie is like Twitter,
having 280 characters, 260 of whom are inexplicably racist.
ANSWER: Crash
[10] This film netted Best Actor for Timothy Hutton, Best Director for Robert Redford, and Best Picture,
all over Raging Bull.
ANSWER: Ordinary People
[10] This vehicle for Gwenyeth Paltrow beat Saving Private Ryan, Life is Beautiful, and The Thin Red Line.
It split the World War vote, I guess. Geoffrey Rush played the titular romantic.
ANSWER: Shakespeare in Love <Brad>

16) According to songwriter Gregg Alexander, the last section of this song included both political messaging
and celebrity name drops to see what the media would focus on. *Spoilers* It was the celebrities. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this song whose video is set in a mall. The chorus of the song repeats the line “Don't let go,
you've got the music in you.”
ANSWER: “You Get What You Give”



[10] That finishing bridge makes reference to Beck and this late 90s boy group best known for
“MMMBop.”
ANSWER: Hanson
[10] Gregg Alexander won a Grammy for this song originally intended to feature Tina Turner. This song
features a woman who says “'Cause right now I'm cryin'/Outside the door of your candy store”
ANSWER: “The Game of Love”

17) Name some young adult novels that were adapted into movies in the mid-2000s, that all had less than a 6.5
on IMDb, for 10 points each;
[10] In this novel, a boy who lives with his uncle Rowan, near Carvahall, finds a dragon egg and
inexplicably doesn’t try to eat it. It was sent there by Arya, an elf.
ANSWER: Eragon
[10] Ann Brashares penned this series of five books that circle around Carmen, Bridget, Lena, Tibby, and
the titular size-morphing article of clothing.
ANSWER: The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants
[10] This novel, and its sequel My Perfect Life, revolve around Mary Elizabeth Cep, who stages a hunger
strike to go to a Siddhartha concert, and attends “Deadwood High.”
ANSWER: Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen <Brad>

18) It’s a bird! No, it’s a plane! No, I was right the first time, it’s a bird. Name some birds on TV between, say,
1952 and 1985, for 10 points each;
[10] This bird lives with Granny and taunts Sylvester in a series of Loony Toons. This Mel Blanc character
“tawt” they “taw a puddy tat!” This golden bird is currently voiced by Billy West.
ANSWER: Tweety Bird
[10] In 1957, this bird appeared in his namesake show with Andy Panda, Chilly Willy, and Inspector
Willoughby. This Walter Lantz creation had like 90 revivals before being sold by Universal to NBC and is
currently voiced by Billy West.
ANSWER: Woody Woodpecker.
[10] Peeking Duck, a Billy West-voiced character, appears in the extended universe of this character. He
started doting on his nephews Inky and Winky and carrying a “Magic Bag of Tricks” in his 1953 Joe Oriolo
iteration.
ANSWER: Felix the Cat <Brad>

19) In this game, the protagonist is followed by a goddess spirit named Sothis who, oddly, you can marry by the
end of this game. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this game set in Fodlan, a continent split between the Adrestian Empire, Leicester Alliance, and
Kingdom of Faerghus. You follow the protagonist of Byleth, a professor at the Garreg Mach monastery.
ANSWER: Fire Emblem: Three Houses
[10] In Three Houses, one can build supports with students by spending activity points drinking this
beverage in a namesake “time.” You can talk about things like “new gambits” and “Fodlan’s Future” with
your students.
ANSWER: Tea [Accept Tea Time]
[10] This character in Three Houses is essentially a political prisoner of the Adrestian Empire. This Brigid
Princess is notable for not speaking the Fodlan language well and not understanding common idioms.
ANSWER: Petra Macneary

20) There are some unusual flavors of soda around the world. Black Garlic in Switzerland. Onion Soda in
Korea. Mountain Dew in some more unfortunate countries. Name some of these sodas for 10 points each;



[10] This non-alcoholic soda has a sort-of beer smell, because it’s made from barley and hops. In Africa,
it’s often drunk with evaporated milk, and it’s extremely popular in Latin America.
ANSWER: Matla
[10] Coca Cola’s very spicy “Thumbs Up” is the best selling soda in this country that counts pearl millet,
masoor, and tuer as staple foods.
ANSWER: India
[10] This soda was created in Peru in 1935 and is often incorporated into Peruvian cooking. It’s sparkling
yellow, and it tastes sort of like liquid bubble gum.
ANSWER Inca Kola <Brad>

21) Some roles are so closely tied to certain actors that we can’t think of anyone else doing it. Other roles... not
so much. Name a few roles that won critical acclaim for multiple people for 10 points each;
[10] Joker netted an Oscar for Joaquin Phoenix, meaning two people have won Oscars for playing the
Joker. The second such role. This other role, where two people won Oscars, is the son of Antonio Andolini.
ANSWER: Vito Corleone [or Don Corleone, prompt on “Corleone”]
[10] J.J. Abrams decided to have Zachard Quito play this half-human, originally portrayed by Leonard
Nimoy, in a 2009 reboot.
ANSWER: Spock
[10] In 2011, Jeff Bridges was nominated for an Oscar for playing this one-eyed marshall that provided
John Wayne with his only Oscar.
ANSWER: Rooster Cogburn [accept either] <Brad>

22) Name some outlets for online trivia, for 10 points each;
[10] With more than four billion distinct plays, this website claims to be the largest trivia website on the
Internet. Matt Ramme created this orange-themed website in an attempt to get better at Jeopardy! study.
ANSWER: Sporcle
[10] Rus Yusupov created this live trivia game, often featuring Scott Rogowsky, that would give you a
chance to waste 28 minutes for 28 cents. Its “after dark” version usually involved swearing and drinking
during the trivia game, and the Carry A Nation writers are going to sue.
ANSWER: HQ
[10] Three Norwegians created this website in 2012 around the idea of social learning, like people situated
around a whiteboard. In 2019, it added a “Jumble” mode, rewarding players for putting answers in the right
order.
ANSWER: Kahoot! <Brad>


